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Abstract Scan infrastructures based on IEEE Std.
1149.1 (JTAG), 1500 (SECT), and P1687 (IJTAG) pro-

vide a cost-effective access mechanism for test, reconfig-
uration, and debugging purposes. The improved acces-
sibility of on-chip instruments, however, poses a serious

threat to system safety and security. While state-of-the-

art protection methods for scan architectures compliant

with JTAG and SECT are very effective, most of these

techniques face scalability issues in reconfigurable scan

networks allowed by the upcoming IJTAG standard.

This paper describes a scalable solution for multi-

level access management in reconfigurable scan net-
works. The access to protected instruments is restricted

locally at the interface to the network. The access re-
striction is realized by a sequence filter that allows only
a precomputed set of scan-in access sequences. This ap-

proach does not require any modification of the scan

architecture and causes no access time penalty. There-

fore, it is well suited for core-based designs with hard

macros and 3D integrated circuits. Experimental results

for complex reconfigurable scan networks show that the
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area overhead depends primarily on the number of al-

lowed accesses, and is marginal even if this number ex-

ceeds the count of registers in the network.
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1 Introduction

To facilitate cost-effective VLSI development and im-

prove product dependability, VLSI designs incorporate

on-chip instrumentation that makes the process of pro-

duction ramp-up more tractable and facilitates in-field

system maintenance. This embedded instrumentation

includes, for instance, debug structures for post-silicon

validation, scan chains for test and diagnosis, as well

as components that enable in-field system monitoring,
reconfiguration, diagnosis, and repair [28, 1, 33, 3].

Embedded instruments are usually integrated into

the system-wide scan infrastructure and accessed via

the four-wire Test Access Port (TAP) defined by IEEE

Std. 1149.1 (Joint Test Action Group, JTAG [17]). Over
the years, the TAP interface has become the de facto

standard for efficient, low-cost access to on-chip instru-
mentation [22, 33].

Scan architectures based exclusively on JTAG do

not scale well with the number of instruments and

hence are insufficient for efficient access to instrumen-

tation embedded in complex System-on-a-Chip (SoC)

designs [19, 15]. To improve access flexibility and re-

duce access time, various Reconfigurable Scan Network

(RSN) architectures have been proposed. In such ar-

chitectures, scan cells or instruments that need not be

accessed can be temporarily excluded from the scan

chain [19]. The path through which data are shifted
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in an RSN is configured by the state of configuration

registers embedded in the RSN itself. Such architec-
tures emerge as a scalable option for the access to on-

chip instrumentation, offering a flexible, low-latency,

and low-cost access [28, 33, 19, 3]. The ongoing effort

IEEE Std. P1687 (or IJTAG for Internal JTAG) aims
to standardize the design and access to this type of scan

networks [29, 14, 33].

System-wide scan infrastructure often provides the

access to sensitive instrumentation and is therefore

prone to abuse, sabotage, unlicensed usage, or intel-

lectual property (IP) theft [34, 10]. An attacker may

exploit the scan infrastructure to gain access to pro-

tected data (secret key or IP), alter the system state by

fault injection, or perform illegal operations. Successful

attacks on the JTAG interface are reported for pirat-

ing satellite TV services, circumventing mechanisms for

Data Rights Management (DRM) [34], or retrieval of

secret keys from cryptographic cores [35].

Different levels of infrastructure accessibility are re-

quired during product development, volume produc-
tion, and in-field operation. For instance, in production
ramp-up, volume test and diagnosis, high observability

and controllability is key to low time to market and high

product quality. However, during in-field operation and

maintenance, the accessibility of chip internals must be

restricted due to security and safety reasons, e.g. to pre-
vent IP theft or tampering. In automotive applications,
for instance, full access is mandatory during manufac-

turing and assembly test, while only limited access is
allowed during operation and maintenance in a work-
shop to prevent unauthorized chip tuning.

The IEEE 1149.1 Test Access Port (TAP) can be

protected against unauthorized access using authenti-
cation mechanisms, scan data encryption, and access

restriction methods [30, 10]. Such techniques can be di-

rectly applied to protect RSNs which are integrated as
JTAG data registers. With this approach, however, an
RSN is protected as a whole, and fine-grained security

control over individual instruments is impossible.

This paper presents a novel protection method that

offers scalable, multi-level access management for re-

configurable scan networks. This method is based on

sequence filters that are placed locally at the JTAG
TAP, as shown in Figure 1). A sequence filter prevents

the access to a specified set of protected instruments

and allows restricted access to remaining (unprotected)

instruments. The latter instruments remain accessible

and hence are not protected by the filter. In contrast to

the majority of state-of-the-art protection techniques,

sequence filters can be applied to arbitrary RSNs, re-

quire no modification of the RSN architecture, and need

no additional global wiring for security control. For this

reason, this protection method is well suited for core-

based designs with hard macros and 3D integrated cir-
cuits. It is also directly applicable to complex RSNs
compliant with IEEE P1687 and requires just a high-

level network description in Instrument Connectivity

Language (ICL [33]), or a precomputed set of scan-in
data for allowed accesses.

Test Control

Debug 

Instruments

Performance 

Monitors

Reconfigurable 

Scan NetworkCore 1 TAP

TAP

F2

F1

unrestricted internal access

restricted 

external 
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...
...

restricted internal access

TAP
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Fig. 1: Example of a multi-level access port protection

based on sequence filters (F1, F2)

A sequence filter is activated either statically with

an on-chip fuse, e.g. after manufacturing test, or deacti-

vated dynamically for authorized users. An example of

a multi-level filter-based protection for a System-on-a-

Chip (SoC) is given in Figure 1. Filter F1 restricts the
external accessibility of debug instrumentation, e.g. for

IP protection. F2 blocks the internal accessibility of em-

bedded test instruments at the TAP of “Core 1”, e.g.
due to safety requirements for in-field operation. Still,
full internal accessibility is preserved for debugging pur-

poses via the internal TAP of “Core 2”. Apart from

blocking the access to protected instruments, sequence

filters can also be used to allow sequential access to a

set of instruments, and still block simultaneous (concur-
rent) access to them, e.g. to prevent that sensitive data
are shifted through exposed or untrusted instruments.

In the next section, we give a short introduction to
reconfigurable scan networks. Section 3 discusses state-

of-the-art protection techniques for scan infrastructure

and compares them with the proposed approach. An

overview of the protection method is given in Section 4,

followed by the detailed method for the generation of
restricted accesses (Section 5) and for the synthesis of

sequence filters (Section 6). The hardware overhead of
sequence filters is evaluated in Section 7.

2 Reconfigurable Scan Networks

This work deals with the protection of reconfigurable

scan networks (RSNs) as defined in the upcoming IEEE

Std. P1687 and the novel IEEE Std. 1149.1-2013. A
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simplified description of the structure and functionality

of such networks is presented below. For a more detailed

introduction please refer to [3].

RSNs are usually accessed through a JTAG-

compliant Test Access Port (TAP) [17] and can be
viewed as a scan register with variable length. The logic

state of the RSN determines which registers (instru-

ments) in the network are currently accessible. The

RSN state may be changed by rewriting the content

of accessible registers.

RSNs can be decomposed into basic components,

such as scan registers, multiplexers, or combinational

logic blocks. The basic building block of an RSN is a
scan segment, as shown in Figure 2. In the simplest

case, a scan segment is a shift register composed of

one or more scan flip flops sharing a set of control sig-

nals. A scan segment may possess a shadow register,

e.g. for bidirectional communication with an on-chip
instrument. A scan segment supports up to three op-

erations: During a capture operation, the shift register
may be loaded with data from an attached instrument.

During a shift operation, data are shifted from the seg-

ment’s scan-input, through its register bits, down to

the scan-output. During an update operation, the op-

tional shadow register is loaded with data from the shift

register. The shadow register is stable during the shift

operation (as in JTAG test data registers). Optionally,

a scan segment may also possess a select control port,

which specifies if the segment is enabled for the capture,

shift, and update operation. The optional elements are

dashed in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2: Scan segment

An RSN may include scan multiplexers, i.e. multi-

plexers which control the path through which scan data

are shifted in the network. The control port of a scan

multiplexer is called address and specifies the selected

scan input.

The state of the internal control ports, such as select

or address, depends on the logic state of the RSN itself:

These ports may be driven by arbitrary combinational

logic blocks that take their input from shadow registers
of scan segments distributed in the RSN.

An RSN has a primary scan-input and a primary

scan-output, a clock input, as well as three global control

inputs that activate the scan operations: capture, shift,

and update. The global control inputs are distributed
to all scan segments. If the RSN is accessed through a

JTAG TAP, these signals are driven by the TAP con-

troller.

A scan path is a non-circular sequence of daisy-
chained scan segments starting at the primary scan-

in port and ending at the primary scan-out port. A
scan path is active if and only if the select signals for

all on-path scan segments are asserted and all on-path
multiplexers select the inputs that belong to the active

scan path. The state of all scan segments in the RSN

and the resulting configuration of the active scan path

is referred to as scan configuration.

The basic access to a scan network consists of three

phases, as defined by IEEE Std. 1149.1 [17]: capture,

shift, and update (CSU, cf. Figure 3). During capture,

the shift registers on the active scan path may latch

new data. These data are shifted out during the shift

phase, while new scan data are shifted in. Finally, dur-

ing the update phase, the shifted-in data are latched

in the (optional) shadow registers on the active scan

path. A read or write access to a scan segment in the

network requires that the accessed segment is part of

the active scan path. A scan access is a sequence of

CSU operations required to reconfigure the scan net-

work and access the target registers. An access pattern

is the scan-in data (sequence of bits) that are applied

to the network during a scan access.

capture

shift

update

S

clock ...

...

...

...

C U

Fig. 3: Capture, Shift, Update (CSU) operation

An example of a simple RSN is given in Fig. 4. The

one-bit scan segments S1 and S3 contain shadow reg-
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isters that drive internal control signals, i.e. segment

select and multiplexer address signals. The state of the
shadow registers in S1 and S3 determines the accessi-

bility of two multi-bit scan segments S2 and S4, re-

spectively. In the initial scan configuration, it is as-

sumed that S1 = S3 = 0, hence both S2 and S4 are
initially bypassed. The scan-in data is shifted through

segments S2 and S4 only if the previous access assured
that S1 = S3 = 1. In later examples, we assume that

the access to scan segment S2 is allowed, while S4 is

protected, i.e., S4 must never be put on the active scan

path.

1

0

S2

select(S2)

scan segments scan 

multiplexer

control

signal

active scan path

for S1=0 and S3=0

primary

scan-in

primary

scan-out
S1

1

0

S4

select(S4)

S3

Fig. 4: Example of a reconfigurable scan network with

a protected scan segment S4

3 Related Work

In the following, state-of-the-art techniques for the pro-

tection of scan infrastructure are briefly reviewed and

their applicability to reconfigurable scan networks is

discussed. For a more detailed introduction to scan

protection techniques please refer to the recent survey

in [10].
To guarantee inaccessibility of protected instru-

ments, the physical interface to the scan network or
parts of the scan infrastructure can be made perma-
nently unusable once the instrumentation is not needed
anymore. In the simplest scenario, the entire JTAG

TAP is removed after manufacturing test with a wafer

saw [18]. This radical approach results in high security
but makes the scan infrastructure completely unusable.

This is not acceptable in modern SoC designs where

at least limited access to instrumentation must be pro-

vided throughout the lifetime of a chip.

Alternatively, elements of a scan infrastructure can

be deactivated using One Time Programmable (OTP)

memory cells called on-chip fuses [13]. By blowing a

fuse, some instructions of the JTAG TAP controller or

chosen scan chains can be permanently disabled [32].

Most often, the fuses are blown after manufacturing

test to prevent that scan chains are used for side-

channel attacks on cryptographic cores or theft of

intellectual property [34]. Such fuse-based protection

is widely adopted in microprocessors, e.g. in i.MX31

(Freescale) [34] or MPS430 (Texas Instruments) [9].

To prevent that sensitive data are revealed by scan

infrastructure, the scan data can be protected by en-
cryption. On-chip stream ciphers are used to decrypt
the scan-in bit sequence and encrypt the scan-out bit
sequence at the JTAG TAP interface [30]. This encryp-

tion scheme effectively prevents sniffing and spoofing

of secret data at the TAP level. To prevent that scan

data are shifted in plaintext through untrusted on-chip

instruments or cores, the encryption circuitry can be

distributed over the chip to locally decrypt scan-in data

and encrypt scan-out data of individual network com-

ponents [31]. However, if many components require pro-

tection, this scheme becomes unwieldy and incurs high
hardware overhead.

To account for distinct access rights of different
authorized entities, authentication mechanisms are re-
quired: The user (e.g. a tester or a service person) gains
permission to access the scan network only after prov-

ing its identity, e.g. by providing a password or key.

The simplest authentication schemes assume a static
key that is only known to entitled users. To gain access,

the key must be either applied to dedicated primary in-
puts [16], embedded at constant [20, 2] or variable [12]

positions in scan data (scan-in bit sequence), or written

to a dedicated data register in a JTAG circuitry [21] or

an IEEE 1500 wrapper [8]. Since the secrets are dis-

tributed to all authorized entities and transported to
the chip in plaintext, the probability that such pro-

tection schemes are eventually compromised by secret
leakage is usually too large for systems with basic secu-
rity requirements.

Stronger authorization schemes are based on

challenge-response protocols [7, 9, 30, 26, 11, 27]: The

chip generates a non-repeating challenge value and ex-

pects the user to provide the expected response value

based on a shared secret. This shared secret is never
transferred in plaintext (unencrypted) during the au-

thorization process. The response is calculated from the
challenge using various cryptographic algorithms, e.g.

elliptic curve arithmetic [7, 11] or hash functions [9, 30].

More advanced schemes require mutual authentication

based on three-entity protocols that require certifica-

tion authorities or authentication servers [25, 26, 11].

The above-mentioned access restriction techniques

and authorization mechanisms can be extended in a
straightforward way to protect chosen RSN compo-
nents: For instance, an authentication controller or an

on-chip fuse can be used to force the select signal of

protected instruments to 0 for unauthorized users. This

simple solution, however, does not scale well: Each in-

strument either needs a dedicated fuse or a local au-
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thentication controller, which entails high hardware

cost, or must be connected to a central authorization

controller or OTP memory, which may result in high

routing overhead and routing congestion. In both cases,

the original scan network design requires modification,

and the protection needs to be considered at early de-

sign stages.

To our best knowledge, the only existing protection

technique suitable for large RSNs has been recently pro-

posed in [12]. In this technique, protected instruments

are accessible via programmable gateways called Lock-

ing Segment Insertion Bits (LSIB). An LSIB is open
only after a predefined multi-bit key is loaded into shift

registers that may be distributed over the entire RSN.
This way, each instrument can be protected individu-
ally. This technique requires that the original design of
the RSN and possibly the access mechanism be modi-

fied. For each protected instrument, this approach en-

tails either the area overhead for the sequential elements

that store the multi-bit key, or—if these elements are

shared with system logic—the routing overhead. Both

the hardware overhead and the access time overhead are

proportional to the number of protected instruments, or

the number of distinct keys. Since the key or secret is

exposed while communicating with the chip and must
be known to all authorized entities, this approach is
most effective if the requirements on system security

are relatively low.

Compared with the existing protection methods,

our filter-based technique has unique properties: It does

not change the access mechanism and requires only a lo-

cal modification to the JTAG Test Access Port (TAP).

Therefore, it is well suited for core-based designs with

hard macros. Since no additional global wires are re-
quired, our approach does not cause any routing issues
and requires no additional Through Silicon Vias (TSV)
in 3D integrated circuits. Finally, as the area overhead

is proportional to the number of unprotected instru-

ments, the filter-based technique is favorable when the
majority of instruments in the system need protection.

Our approach is therefore complementary to techniques

with hardware overhead proportional to the number

of protected instruments, such as the LSIB-based ap-
proach [12].

4 Protection Overview

The aim of the proposed protection method is to pre-

vent access to protected scan segments by allowing re-

stricted access patterns only. An access to the RSN is
restricted if it does not put any protected scan segment

on the active scan path. For instance, assuming that

scan segment S4 in Figure 4 is protected, restricted ac-

cess to the target scan segment S2 must ensure that S4
is bypassed at all times. To this end, S3 must always

be loaded with 0.

Restricted accesses are enforced with a sequence fil-

ter that is placed between the TAP and the scan net-

work, as shown in Figure 5. The filter observes the se-
quence of scan operations (capture, shift, update) and

the scan data at the TDI port to decide whether the

access pattern is allowed or forbidden. If the scan oper-

ations do not expose any protected scan segment, the

filter does not interfere with the access (allow signal is

set to 1). Otherwise, the filter inhibits the update oper-
ation (allow set to 0) and so prevents all RSN registers

from latching any data that could expose or give access

to any protected scan segment.

Instruction Register (IR)

Bypass Register (DR0)

Reconfigurable Scan Network

TAP

Controller update

capture

shift

 Filter

FSM
allowT A P

TDI

TCK

TMS

TDO

TRST

Fig. 5: Test Access Port (TAP) protection using a se-

quence filter

A single sequence filter can be used to allow any

number of restricted access patterns, whereby each re-
stricted access can be enabled or disabled separately
to allow multi-level access management. A filter can
be activated using a fuse, e.g. after manufacturing test

or before the complete system is delivered to the cus-

tomer. Alternatively, using an authentication mecha-

nism, restricted accesses supported by the filter can be

dynamically enabled for authorized users. Preferably,

challenge-response protocols should be used to prevent

that secret data are leaked during the authentication

process. The challenge-response authentication can be

performed over the JTAG TAP interface, as described

for instance in [7, 9, 26, 11].

An overview of the proposed method is presented

in Figure 6. The restricted access patterns are gener-

ated in an automated way for a given set of target and

protected scan segments, as discussed in Section 5. The

restricted patterns are fed to the filter synthesis algo-

rithm presented in Section 6.
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RSN Model
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Initial States

Generation of restricted access patterns

Synthesis of sequence filters

Restricted 

Access Patterns

Protected

Segments

Target

Segments

Fig. 6: Overview of the proposed protection method

4.1 Security Analysis

Sequence filters protect the scan infrastructure against

non-invasive attacks that involve the observation and

controlling of chip-internal and -external interfaces. If

a sequence filter is enabled statically by an on-chip fuse,
the security of protected scan segments is comparable
to the security achieved by interface (TAP) removal
or direct instrument deactivation using locally placed

fuses. If a sequence filter is deactivated dynamically for

authorized users, the security level depends on the im-

plemented authentication protocol and the security of

cryptographic hardware primitives.

To provide protection against fault-injection at-

tacks, the design must be additionally equipped with

sensors that can detect under/over voltage, extreme

temperatures, as well as clock and reset instability or

glitches [34]. If any abnormality is detected, the allow

signal must be set to 0. Preventive actions against in-

vasive attacks that involve chip dismantling, reverse-

engineering, and microprobing are reviewed in [34].

To guarantee security in presence of soft errors and

hardware defects, sequence filters can be designed fail-

safe [24]: In presence of faults, the output allow must be

either correct or inactive (0). For instance, to protect

against single faults, the filter is duplicated and the

allow outputs are used as a dual-rail encoded signal, or
conjoined with an AND gate.

4.2 Testability Analysis

Since a sequence filter is in principle a finite state ma-

chine, standard design-for-test techniques can be used

to improve its testability: The sequential elements of
the filter can be made scannable, and an additional scan

cell can be used to observe the allow output. The scan

chain composed of the filter’s scan cells can be inter-
faced as a separate data register with the JTAG TAP.
Care must be taken to assure that the protected RSN

becomes inaccessible as soon as the filter enters the test

mode. To this end, the allow signal must be forced to 0

when the filter’s scan chain is accessed. This signal can

only be released after both the filter and the protected

RSN undergo a reset.

5 Restricted Access Generation

In the following, restricted access patterns are defined
formally:

Definition 1 (Restricted Access Pattern) For a
given RSN design, let S be the set of scan segments, C

set of scan configurations, and c0 ∈ C the initial (reset)
scan configuration. Given a set of protected segments

SP ⊂ S and a set of initial scan configurations I ⊆ C

such that c0 ∈ I, an access pattern for target scan seg-

ments in S \ SP is restricted if it fulfills all of the fol-

lowing conditions:

– The target segments are properly accessed for all

initial scan configurations in I.
– During the access, no protected scan segment from

SP belongs to the active scan path (the scan data
do not pass through any protected scan segment).

– For all initial scan configurations in I, the scan con-

figuration after the access belongs to set I.

Since the final scan configuration after a restricted
access belongs to the set of initial scan configurations

I, it follows from Definition 1 that any concatenation

of restricted accesses is also a restricted access.

Unrestricted access patterns with minimal access

time are generated in an automated way using the

RSN modeling and pattern generation method pre-
sented in [5]. This method maps the pattern gener-

ation problem to a Boolean satisfiability problem by

constructing a Boolean formula (SAT instance) that is

satisfiable if and only if an access pattern exists that

reads or writes the set of target scan segments within a
given number of CSU operation. The satisfying assign-
ment to this formula provides the access pattern (scan

data).

To generate restricted access patterns, the method

from [5] is extended in the following way: The SAT

instance representing a restricted access with n CSU
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operations is constructed as follows:

Access(n) := ΩI(V0) ∧

[
∧

i=1...n

ΩT (Vi−1, Vi)

]

∧

ΩR(V0, V1, . . . , Vn)∧

ΩI(Vn) ∧

[
∧

i=0...n

∧

s∈SP

¬Active(Vi, s)

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

constraints for restricted access

,

where for 0 ≤ i ≤ n, Vi denotes the set of state variables

for the i-th scan configuration (after applying the i-th

CSU operation), ΩR represents access constraints for

the target scan segments in the final and/or intermedi-
ate scan configurations, ΩI and ΩT are the character-

istic functions of the set of initial scan configurations
I and of the transition relation of the RSN model, re-

spectively, and Active(Vi, s) is a predicate that holds

if and only if the scan segment s belongs to the active

scan path in the i-th scan configuration.

This instance is satisfiable if and only if there ex-

ists a restricted access with n CSU operations such that

target scan segments are properly accessed (ΩR is satis-

fied), protected scan segments in SP never belong to the

active scan path (their content is never altered nor ex-
posed), and the initial scan configuration I is restored.

For the details on RSN modeling and access pattern

generation please refer to [5, 3].

The proposed method poses two reasonable require-
ments on the RSN: (1) In the initial (reset) scan config-

uration, no protected scan segment may belong to the

active scan path. (2) There must exist a way to bypass

all protected scan segments while accessing target scan

segments. If the access to a target segment requires that

any protected scan segment be modified or exposed, the

protected segment needs to be extended with a config-
urable bypass that is initially active, e.g. a Segment
Insertion Bit (SIB) [33, 15].

5.1 Restricted Access Example

In the RSN from Figure 4, scan segment S4 is protected
while the access to segment S2 is allowed. Assume that
I is defined as the set of all scan configurations in which

S1 = S3 = 0. According to Definition 1, a restricted ac-

cess to S2 must guarantee that:

– S2 is accessed for all initial scan configuration sat-

isfying S1 = S3 = 0 (regardless of the content of S2

and S4).

– S4 is never part of the active scan path.

– After the access, the initial scan configuration is re-

stored, i.e. S1 = S3 = 0.

A possible restricted access pattern for segment S2

consists of two CSU operations with the following scan

data (leftmost bit is shifted first): 01 and 0X0, where X

stands for the target value of S2. The first CSU opera-

tion puts segment S2 on the active scan path by setting

S1 to 1. In the second CSU, S2 is accessed and the initial

state of S1 is restored. During the two CSU operations,

the protected segment S4 is bypassed. After the access,
the final scan configuration satisfies S1 = S3 = 0.

6 Sequence Filter Synthesis

A sequence filter consists of a Finite State Machine

(FSM) that receives the scan data input (TDI) of the

TAP, as well as the capture, shift, and update control

signals driven by the TAP controller (cf. Figure 5). Op-
tionally, the filter may have additional inputs for con-

trolling the access level, i.e. inputs enabling a specified
subset of restricted access patterns. The state diagram

of the filter’s FSM is constructed directly from a set of

user-defined restricted access patterns, as described be-

low. The FSM tracks scan operations at the TAP and

generates a single output allow which controls the up-

date operation in the RSN: As long as the sequence of

scan operations matches any allowed restricted access,

the allow signal is active and the access is applied to

the RSN without any delay. Otherwise, allow is deacti-

vated and the FSM enters a trap state. In the trap state,

no further reconfiguration of the RSN is allowed, and

hence no access to protected scan segments is possible.

The state of the filter’s FSM must be synchronized

with the scan configuration of the protected RSN. This

requires that two conditions hold: (1) The reset signal

reliably puts both the RSN and the sequence filter to

their initial states. (2) While the sequence filter is in
operation, the scan segments that control the active
scan path (configuration segments) are only accessible

via the protected TAP. If the RSN is accessed through
another TAP (e.g. via an internal interface) or the state
of configuration segments is changed internally in the

system due to any other reason, the sequence filter must

be put into the trap state. This assures that no forbid-
den access can take place when the sequence filter is

not synchronized.

6.1 State Diagram Construction

Procedure 1 presents the state diagram construction

algorithm for sequence filters. The input to the pro-

cedure is a set of sequences (strings) representing re-

stricted accesses patterns that the filter should allow
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(sequenceSet). The input sequences are composed of

five scan operations denoted as follows:

– 0 : shift of bit 0,

– 1 : shift of bit 1,

– X : shift of an unconstrained (don’t care) bit,

– C : capture,

– U : update.

For instance, a restricted access consisting of two CSU

operations with scan data 01 and 0X0 is represented by

the following sequence: C01UC0X0U. Note that a single

sequence represents 2k restricted access patterns, where

k is the number of unconstrained data bits (X ) in the

sequence.

Procedure 1 State diagram construction for sequence

filters
Input: sequenceSet
Output: state diagram
1: Create initialState, trapState.
2: Annotate initialState with all sequences from sequenceSet.
3: currentStateSet← {initialState}
4: n← 0
5: while currentStateSet 6= ∅ do

6: nextStateSet← ∅

7: for all state ∈ currentStateSet do

8: for all sequence ∈ annotations of state do

9: transition← sequence[n]
10: if transition = U and length(sequence) = n+1 then

11: Add transition from state to initialState.
12: else

13: Create newState and annotate it with sequence.
14: Add transition from state to newState.
15: Add newState to nextStateSet.
16: end if

17: end for

18: end for

19: Replace overlapping transitions from states in
20: currentStateSet.
21: Add escape transitions from states in
22: currentStateSet to trapState.
23: Merge equivalent states in nextStateSet.
24: currentStateSet← nextStateSet
25: n← n + 1
26: end while

27: Collapse state sequences with equivalent outbound transitions.

The diagram construction algorithm starts with the

creation of an “initial” state (initialState) that cor-

responds to the set of initial scan configurations, and a
“trap” state (trapState) that is reached upon detec-

tion of any forbidden scan operation (line 1 in Proce-
dure 1). Each state in the state diagram is annotated

with the sequences that put the FSM into this state.

State transitions are conditioned either by a single scan

operation (i.e. an element from the set {0, 1, X, C, U }),

or a disjunction of scan operations (e.g. C or U, denoted
as C,U ). All states are stable as long as no scan oper-

ation takes place.

The construction algorithm is a stepwise procedure

(lines 5 to 26): In the first step, the first scan oper-

ation of each sequence is processed (i.e., the capture

operations). In the n-th step, another level of states is

added to the state diagram based on the n-th scan op-
erations of the provided sequences (lines 13 to 15). The

current scan operation in each sequence is assigned a

new successor state (newState) with an incoming tran-

sition from the respective state in currentStateSet.
Since any concatenation of restricted accesses is also a

restricted access (cf. Section 5), the last update opera-
tion in each sequence corresponds to a transition to the

initial state (line 11). The procedure terminates when

all sequences are completely processed.

In each step, after the successor states are found,

overlapping shift transitions of each current state are
replaced (line 19): If a state has both an outbound

X transition and an outbound 0 (1 ) transition, the X

transition is replaced with a 1 (0 ) transition, and the

annotations of both successors are updated accordingly.

An example is given in Figure 7.

α,β

βα

0 X
α,β

β

0 1

α,β

replace overlapping

shift transitions

Fig. 7: Example of a state diagram before and after re-

placement of overlapping shift transitions. Annotations

α and β denote two sequences.

After execution of line 19, if all scan operations are

allowed in a state from currentStateSet, this state

has either 3 or 4 outbound transitions, conditioned by

either C, U, and X or C, U, 0, and 1. If some operations

are forbidden (not allowed by any provided sequence),
the sequence filter must detect them and prevent any

further reconfiguration of the network. To this end, an
escape transition pointing to the trapState is added

for the forbidden operations (line 21). Once a forbid-

den operation is encountered, the filter is stuck in the

trapState. In this state, the update operation is inhib-

ited until the sequence filter and the scan network are

reset.

Optionally, to support multi-level access manage-
ment, an additional transition to the trapState can

be added for each restricted access pattern that should

be enabled or disabled dynamically. Such transitions

must be conditioned by external inputs specifying the

current access level.

6.2 State Merging and Sequence Collapsing

To reduce the size of the state diagram, redundancies

are removed by merging equivalent states (line 23 in
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Procedure 1) and collapsing sequences of states with

equivalent outbound transitions (line 27), as described
below.

Each pair of successor states in nextStateSet is

merged into a single state if it fulfills one of the following

conditions:

– The two states have identical annotations (belong

to the same sequences).

– The inbound transitions of the two states have the

same condition, and their predecessors have the

same annotations.

A state that results from merging of two states receives

all annotations of its constituent states.

The resulting state diagram often includes long se-
quences of consecutive shift operations with constant

or unconstrained (X ) bits (see example in Figure 9a).

Typically, long sequences of X operations represent un-

constrained data for scan segments that do not control

the active scan path. Such sequences are collapsed into

a single state, and a counter is used to keep track of

their length, as shown in Figure 8. During a transition
to a collapsed state, the counter is set to the number

of states that were removed due to collapsing (via the

value signal; by asserting the load signal). The counter

is decremented upon detection of every shift transition

(via the decrement input) and asserts its wait output

as long as its value is larger than zero. The FSM leaves

the collapsed state as soon as the wait signal is de-
asserted or a forbidden operation (C or U ) is detected.

Just a single counter is required regardless of how many

sequences are collapsed.

allow

TCK

load

decrement

wait

value
Filter

FSM
Counter

TRST

Fig. 8: Sequence filter augmented with a counter for

collapsed states

Figure 9 presents an example for collapsing the se-

quence XXX1. The states b, c, d in Figure 9a are col-

lapsed into a single state m in Figure 9b. During the
transition to the collapsed state m, the counter is set
to 2. The counter is decremented upon every shift op-

eration (X ). The final state e is reached as soon as the

wait signal is deasserted and the final scan operation is

correct (1 ). Otherwise, the trap state is reached.

The final state diagram can be further optimized to

allow repeated accesses to a set of target scan segments

a b c d e

a m e

Trap

X X X 1

C,U C,U C,U C,U,0

Trap

C,U

X / load, value := 2

C,U,(0 ᴧ ¬wait)

(1 ᴧ ¬wait)

(X ᴧ wait) / decrement if X

3 consecutive shifts collapsed into m

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9: Example for sequence collapsing with (a) a state
diagram and (b) its collapsed equivalent

with little or no hardware overhead. This is crucial to

apply many patterns to a set of scan segments with no

access time penalty for scan path reconfiguration. To

this end, just two repeated accesses must be reflected

in the input sequence, such that the first access does
not modify the active scan path. The resulting state
diagram is then extended with a loop transition for the

first access, which enables an unlimited number of re-

peated accesses. This is explained at an example below.

6.3 Sequence Filter Example

In the following, the sequence filter construction is il-
lustrated at the example of the RSN from Figure 4. The

filter is constructed for two restricted accesses charac-

terized by the sequences α and β:

– α: C01UC0X0U, which accesses S2 once (as in Sec-

tion 5.1),

– β: C01UC0X1UC0X0U, which accesses S2 twice.

Such sequences are found in an automated way using
the approach presented in Section 5.

Figure 10 presents the state diagram constructed for

the sequences α and β by Procedure 1. The annotations

of states are denoted inside the state symbols (α and

β). For the sake of clarity, the escape transitions to the

trap state are shown only for the first three states.

The filter tracks the scan operations and the scan

data at the TAP. As long as the sequence matches ei-

ther α or β, the update operations are allowed. Oth-

erwise, the trap state is reached, in which no further

reconfiguration of the network is possible, and hence

the protected segment S4 remains inaccessible.

The filter can be extended with a single loop transi-

tion to allow repeated accesses to S2 without the need

to reconfigure S1. This transition is dashed in Figure 10.
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α,β α,βC α,β
1

α,β

0U / allow

α,βTrap

U,X C,U,0

C,U,1

α,β
C

β

0 ββ

β
X

0

β

1

α

Initial

U / allow

α,β α,βX 0

0

U / allow

β
C

U / allow 1

Fig. 10: The state diagram of a sequence fil-

ter allowing two sequences: α: C01UC0X0U , and

β: C01UC0X1UC0X0U

7 Evaluation

The cost of the proposed protection method is eval-

uated on RSN architectures based on ITC’02 bench-

marks [23]. Optimal (shortest) restricted access pat-

terns are generated with the approach presented in [5]

extended with the required constraints, as explained in

Section 5. The sequence filters are constructed accord-

ing to the algorithm from Section 6.1. The resulting

state diagrams are transformed automatically into Ver-
ilog hardware models and synthesized for the Nangate
45 nm open cell library1 with area optimization goal.

The area overhead is calculated w.r.t. the area of

the scan network, which includes no system logic. The

actual hardware overhead w.r.t. the full chip area is

much lower. The resulting operating frequency of all

evaluated filters is above 300 MHz, which is significantly

more than the usual JTAG clock speed (10 to 100 MHz).

Restricted accesses are generated for random sam-
ples of target scan segments. Except for scan segments

that configure the active scan path (configuration scan

segments), all remaining scan segments are considered
protected. The results discussed in the following sec-

tions, including the area overhead and the number of

FSM states, represent average values acquired from the

evaluation of 10 filters built for different random sam-

ples of target segments. The standard deviation of the

area overhead is below 3% in the experiments.

7.1 Benchmark Circuits

Our approach is evaluated on two RSN architectures

from [4]: hierarchical structures implemented with mul-
tiplexers (MUX) and Segment Insertion Bits (SIB).

The SIB-based scan architecture implements hierar-

chical scan bypasses with SIBs, which consist of a 1-bit

configuration scan segment and a scan multiplexer that

1 Nangate 45nm Open Cell Library v1.3, http://www.

nangate.com

either bypasses or connects the lower-level scan segment

(or a scan network hierarchy) to the higher-level scan

chain, depending on the content of the configuration

segment [15].

The MUX-based architecture supports two modes:
configuration access and data access. Configuration ac-

cess allows to reconfigure the scan chain by attaching or

detaching internal scan segments or sub-modules. For

more details please refer to [4].

Table 1 describes the properties of the benchmark

RSNs. For MUX-based architectures, the number of

multiplexers is given in the second column, the total

number of scan segments (including configuration seg-

ments) in the third column, the total number of scan

cells (bits) in the fourth column, and the area for the
Nangate 45 nm library in the fifth column. The charac-
teristics of the SIB-based architectures are listed in the

last four columns of Table 1.

7.2 Individual Segment Accesses

For each benchmark RSN, sequence filters are con-

structed for 10, 20, and 100 restricted accesses patterns.

Each pattern realizes the shortest access to a single tar-

get scan segment, and the remaining segments are con-

sidered protected. This is relevant for low-latency access

to individual segments.

As shown in Figure 11, the filter size depends on the

number of allowed accesses: The area overhead ranges

from 0.2 to 2.7% for 10 individual accesses. For 20 ac-

cesses, the area is 0.3 to 4.3%, and for 100 accesses it

rises up to 10.6%. In most cases, the increase in area

overhead is less than the increase in the number of al-

lowed accesses. Note that twelve of the RSNs include

about a hundred or less scan segments (cf. Table 1). For

f2126, q12710, and a586710, even if individual access to

a high fraction or all of their scan segments is allowed,

the area overhead is below 1.7% .

The size of a sequence filter is proportional to the

number of states in the filter’s state diagram. State
merging and sequence collapsing (cf. Section 6.2) con-

siderably reduce the area overhead. Figure 12 shows
the cumulative length of 100 restricted access patterns
(“sequence bits”) and the corresponding number of fil-

ter’s states after state merging and sequence collapsing

(“FSM states”). These techniques reduce the size of the

state diagram by a factor of 2 at least, and by over 2

orders of magnitude for two benchmarks: q12710 and

a586710.

http://www.nangate.com
http://www.nangate.com
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Table 1: Characteristics of the benchmark scan networks

MUX-based Architecture SIB-based Architecture

#scan #scan Area #scan #scan Area
Design #MUXes segments cells [µm

2] #SIBs segments cells [µm
2]

d281 67 117 3 880 58 979 59 109 3 872 58 747
d695 178 335 8 407 127 007 168 325 8 397 126 777
h953 63 109 5 649 85 349 55 101 5 641 85 133
g1023 94 159 5 400 81 727 80 145 5 386 81 396
f2126 45 81 15 834 240 021 41 77 15 830 239 902
q12710 30 51 26 188 397 592 25 47 26 183 397 483
p22810 311 565 30 139 454 107 283 537 30 111 453 537
p34392 142 245 23 261 352 699 123 226 23 242 352 290
p93791 653 1241 98 637 1 486 772 621 1209 98 605 1 486 289
t512505 191 319 77 037 1 168 310 160 288 77 006 1 167 569
a586710 47 79 41 682 634 258 40 72 41 675 634 087
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Fig. 11: Area overhead of sequence filters w.r.t. RSN
area for (a) SIB-based and (b) MUX-based scan archi-
tecture

7.3 Concurrent Segment Accesses

In the second series of experiments, sequence filters are

constructed for the concurrent access to 100 random

scan segments realized by 1, 5, 10 and 20 restricted

access patterns. The concurrent access is efficient if the

target segments are usually accessed together.

Figure 13 shows area overhead of the resulting fil-

ters. For 20 accesses à 5 segments (“20 à 5”), area over-

head of the resulting filters is close to the area for in-

dividual accesses (“100 à 1”). However, if the access to
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Fig. 12: Comparison of the total sequence length (in
bits) and the number of FSM states after state merg-
ing and sequence collapsing for 100 restricted access
patterns in (a) SIB-based and (b) MUX-based scan ar-

chitecture

all 100 segments is realized with a single access pattern

(“1 à 100”), the cost is reduced by a factor of 3 to 16

compared with the cost of individual accesses. Thus,

if the segments are often accessed together, concurrent

access has two benefits: The access times are lower, and

the resulting sequence filters are smaller.
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Fig. 13: Reduction of sequence filter overhead by merg-

ing the access to 100 scan segments in (a) SIB-based,

and (b) MUX-based scan architecture

8 Conclusion

The accessibility offered by reconfigurable scan net-

works contradicts security and safety requirements for

embedded instrumentation. Since such networks have

distributed configuration and integrate a high number

of instruments, state-of-the-art techniques for scan ac-

cess protection are either ineffective or offer only coarse-

grained security control. This paper presents a novel

access protection method which requires only a local

extension of the network’s interface. The protected ac-

cess port allows only a user-defined set of access pat-

terns and prevents the access to protected instrumen-

tation. This approach provides scalable fine-grained ac-

cess management with low area overhead and can be

combined with existing fuse- and authorization-based

protection schemes.
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